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Awesome and wonderful, the Ceaseless Concert of the Biouniverse from Lord Sun, Chloroqueen and Nitroking is there for everyone to share. Mother Earth, a unique creation in this ever expanding Cosmos, provides all the needs of biological life. However, human beings, in their arrogance and wanton need, are marching towards their own annihilation by devastating Mother Earth.

Thanks possibly to a sensitised medical conscience, we have heard the pathos and the agony of Mother Earth and understood her compulsion to spell out her dying declaration. In the midst of her suffering, may be despite it, her heart bleeds for her most cherished, and alas, the most mischievous children, us.

This is the Mother Earth's last-ditch, desperate attempt to awaken the higher self of humans to their betterment and to achieve her own salvation. This book provides a guide to every sensitive human being to change his route and awakens introspection to assimilate the Universal value of living not for self but for all.

This Gaiocentric publicaion, although one of many, has been innovatively structured in the form of a narration, wherein Mother Earth is directly addressing her human children to evoke response from the heart as much as from the head towards her pathos. The pleadings of Mother Earth should not go unheard.